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Summer in the channel and the sales go on

Summer is traditionally a quieter time in the channel as people enjoy their holidays and the vendors prepare for major launches that 
are designed to spark customer interest in the key fourth quarter.

But over the past few years there has been a move away from a seasonal industry and, as such, distributors and resellers are 
likely to be as busy as normal in the coming weeks.

There has been an evolution in recent years, as some of the conven-
tions that had lasted for so long were challenged.

For example, the timing of the launch of the last major Windows 10 
release from Microsoft was at the end of July, which used to be a com-
pletely dead period for major product launches. It served to remind us 
all that the industry never rests, and showed that a hugely important 
release can be made in the summer months.

With cloud applications being updated on a fairly continual basis, 
the old seasonal distinctions are disappearing.

So, far from dreaming of beaches and easy times, the next couple of 
months will be very much business as usual. 

It will be a busy time for those selling into education as new kit goes 
into conveniently empty classrooms. For those helping customers 
with digital transformation projects, the summer might well provide a 
good time to start a pilot project in a part of the business that is not under the normal level of strain.

The fourth quarter still remains a hugely important period, however, so the next couple of months will be a slight pause before the 
manic sales time begins. Hopefully, although these days people take their phones and tablets with them wherever they go, there can be 
some downtime for planning, thinking and developing. And in that spirit, I wish everyone a happy summer. n

Simon Quicke, editor
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Mid-market complains of confusing advice
Firms are struggling to find channel specialists for digital transformation projects. Simon Quicke reports

The idea that those leading you on the digital transforma-
tion journey might not be quite up to the job is not new, but 
it is gathering pace.

Earlier this year, Gartner warned the channel that unless it could 
prove it was able to change its own businesses, then customers 
were unlikely to believe they were the right choice to help them 
with their digital transformation projects.

Speaking in April, Claudio Da Rold, vice-president and distin-
guished analyst at Gartner, said customers accepted they had to 
change and now was the time for the channel to step up too.

“We expect three out of four organisations to be at some level 
of bimodal maturity by 2017,” he said. “But the same can’t be said 
for providers’ ability to aggressively transform into organisations 
that can respond to the needs of agile, bimodal enterprises.”

Now more research from datacentre specialist The Bunker 
underlines just how important it is for the channel to deliver solid 
services around the cloud and digital technologies.

The Bunker found that 44% of the firms it spoke to blamed bad 
advice from suppliers as a contributing factor to explain why their 
moves into the cloud had failed. The firm focused on the mid-
market, where it found that 70% of businesses had experienced 

some type of failure, whether a failed cloud migration or a project 
stalling. Some specific problems were around confusing or incor-
rect advice.

Even with problems caused by external suppliers, the custom-
ers had little choice but to continue to use specialists because of 
a lack of in-house skills.

Lack of experience
“Many IT leaders are challenged because they lack previous 
experience in bringing the cloud into their organisation and 
there are many providers that are poor when it comes to effec-
tive delivery,” said Phil Bindley, CTO of The Bunker.

“We believe the disconnect that exists between organisations 
and the advice they receive externally from consultancies and key 
suppliers demonstrates the importance of working with the right 
partners to develop a hybrid cloud strategy that is both deliver-
able and properly aligned with the needs of the business.”

Despite the problems some customers faced, Bindley said the 
research also showed there was a continuing appetite to use 
external help, so channel experts that were able to get the cloud 
message right could reap the rewards. n

ANALYSIS
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When you’re not reading MicroScope,  
how do you consume your daily news?
A Reuters report into global digital news consumption shows a highly disrupted market in flux, writes Sean McGrath

The world of news is changing at breakneck speed. In the 
largest report of its kind, Reuters surveyed more than 
50,000 people from around the world to get an under-

standing of the shifting landscape. 
Social media is proving an increasingly disruptive force when 

it comes to news consumption. Half of Reuters’ global sample 
(51%) said they now use social media as a source of news each 
week. Around 12% said it was their main source of news, with 
more than a quarter of 18–24-year-olds (28%) using social plat-
forms as their go-to news source.

The rise of the algorithm
Another area that Reuters focused on was the evolving use of 
news aggregation services and the impact this is having on the 
roles of editors and journalists. Asked whether having stories 
selected by editors and journalists was a good way to get news, 
only 30% said it was.

Conversely, 36% of respondents said they preferred to have 
their stories automatically selected for them, based on what 

they had consumed in the past. Just over a fifth said they were 
happy to have stories automatically selected based on what 
their friends had consumed.

“Respondents everywhere expressed some concerns about 
the possible negative impact of algorithms, with the Norwegians 
and British among those who most fear that key information 
or challenging viewpoints might be lost in an algorithmically-
driven filter bubble,” the report said.

“Looking at news consumption in this way, it is clear editors play 
a considerable role in shaping agendas directly and influencing 
the stories that emerge in social networks and other aggregators.”

The rise of mobile
Across all respondents, more than half (53%) said they used 
a smartphone to access news. In the UK, mobile devices have 
become the main device for news consumption, with smart-
phones and tablets outstripping laptops and desktops.

“Across our sample we find that heavy smartphone users tend 
to access the news more frequently than people who mainly use 

ANALYSIS
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computers or tablets,” said Reuters. “Almost a fifth (19%) of those 
who use the smartphone as a main device say they access news 
more than five times a day.”

The report found people who use multiple devices are more 
likely to access news more frequently. Almost half (47%) said 
they use two or more devices for news each week.

Types of news
News articles remain the most consumed type of news con-
tent (59%) – although formats such as live pages (15%), listicles 
(13%), picture stories (20%) and infographics (8%) are increas-
ing in reader popularity.

Surprisingly, video-based news isn’t growing as quickly as might 
be expected. Across the 26 countries surveyed, only a quarter 
(24%) of respondents said they accessed online news videos.

“This represents surprisingly weak growth, given the explosive 
growth on the supply side,” the report said. “Video consumption 
is highest in the US (33%), where there has been significant ramp 
up in production by many news organisations – attracted by bet-
ter distribution opportunities in social media.”

By contrast, weighted European average showed less than a 
quarter (22%) were using video news in a given week. n

Mobile devices have now become the main device for news,  
with smartphones and tablets outstripping laptops and desktops

ANALYSIS
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Where do you learn about the IT industry? Not on a 
course for a start. The training sector is a rip-off that 
desperately needs regulating. There are hundreds of 

dodgy training companies exploiting the skills gap, many with 
government approval. Until all the unqualified rip-off merchants 
are exposed, it’s too dangerous to invest in training.

Self education is not much easier. Even the best business books 
are unreadable beyond the first chapter. Have you tried reading 
The Long Tail, for example? It certainly lived up to its name, con-
sisting of one decent chapter at the start, which looked as though 
it was going to be regurgitated for about 72,000 more words. 
Even Social Media for Dummies would be too much hard work for 
me. Mind you, that might be down to lowering standards and the 
ruthless exploitation of a once-trusted brand. 

Still, the bottom line is the same. If you work in the channel, in 
sales or marketing, there are no enjoyable books to read about the 
IT business. All available titles seem to have been written by nar-
cissists or nerds – or the increasingly common nerd-narc hybrids. 

The one exception is Disrupted, by former Newsweek technology 
editor Dan Lyons, which describes his experience of working in a 
Silicon Valley startup. Not just any startup, but Hubspot, which 
was so hot that investors threw $100m at it to fan the flames of 
its inbound marketing system. Despite all the hype, according to 
Lyons the software wasn’t very good. But that didn’t seem to mat-
ter, because Hubspot prides itself on being the world’s greatest 
sales and marketing company anyway. 

OPINION

The Hubspot 
story should be an 
inspiration to all
Could you write a book about the IT industry  
as good as Disrupted, asks Nick Booth.  
In your dreams, Steven King!
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That contradiction is what makes Disrupted, for me, the great-
est book ever written about the IT business. It works on so many 
levels. Journalists will marvel at the work of a master of the craft. 
Horror fans will love this book too, as the book describes the 
nightmare of being sucked into an inbound marketing funnel from 
which few escape with their sanity. The ghouls in human form 
that lure poor Lyons into their netherworld, are beyond the imagi-
nation of science fiction writer. If Stephen King presented these 
characters to his publisher, he’d be politely told to think again. 

On the other hand, if you’re the type of person who describes 
themselves as “passionate” about sales and marketing, this could 
be the book for you too. All the behaviour that Lyons describes 
will read like an instruction manual.

Lifestyle tips
Most MicroScope readers probably sit somewhere in the middle 
of the cynicism gung ho spectrum. On one hand you’re brave 
enough not to be as cynical as we journalists. But you are sen-
sible enough not to fall for the suffers of Messianic Marketing 
Syndrome, whose disruption of your business can be a very dan-
gerous double-edged sword. 

If you are a UK reseller or service provider, you may want to 
be wary about committing to companies that over-promise the 
future, suck all the juice out of you and then cast you aside like 
a used-up orange husk. On the other hand, if you are – how shall 
I put this – a highly ambitious startup and want to scale up like 
you’re on steroids until you’re too big to fail, then this book might 
have some handy lifestyle tips.  

The book describes many “disruptive” symptoms that a reseller 
may want to be wary of in a vendor partner. Any company with an 
obsession with youth, for example, clearly doesn’t value experi-
ence – arguably the most precious asset in a knowledge economy. 

Any company with an obsessively Krazy Kulture and a pen-
chant for value-signalling might be worth avoiding. Beware the 
Fearless Friday. Be especially nervous if you’re one of the people 
that the organiser of Fearless Friday wants to “empower”. The last 
thing you want is to be “congratulated” on your next career move, 
because that means your desk will be cleared, all your posses-
sions stuck in a bin bag and you’ll be escorted from the premises. 

Be very wary about investing in any company in which the CEO 
takes 100 hours to make a personal video that describes the 
unique company culture. Never trust any contact that seems to 
think they can “re-invent the rules”, describes everything as “awe-
some” and imagines they can “democratise” the market. They 
won’t. They’ll be all blog and no hard slog. 

So, whether you view Disrupted as a confirmation of all your 
prejudices, a diagnostic tool or a sales instruction manual, it is 
required reading. There’s a lesson in there for us all. n

be nervous if you’re one of The 
people The organiser of fearless 

friday WanTs To ‘empoWer’
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Since its publication in 2007, the Payment Services 
Directive (PSD) has worked to guarantee fair and open 
access to the payment market across Europe and increase 

consumer protection. As intended, the legislation had a signifi-
cant impact on how transactions could be made throughout 
the EU in a unified manner. New players, outside of traditional 
banks, quickly emerged. 

While initially very successful, a revision of PSD is now needed. 
In this article, we will take a look at some of the reasons for a revi-
sion and what you can do now to stay ahead of the changes.

What’s driving PSD2?
One primary goal of PSD was to improve the overall customer 
experience around paying for something. And while satisfaction 
is most commonly driven by convenience and price, it also comes 
from the peace of mind in knowing the transaction is secure. 

The emergence of new non-banking players – such as Sofort 
in Germany, IDeal in the Netherlands or Trustly in Sweden, for 
example – created convenient, inexpensive ways for customers 
to initiate a transaction. Yet the question quickly arose: In the 
event of a non-validated, fraudulent transfer out of a customer’s 
account, who was liable? 

EXPERT VIEW

How to drive 
innovation  
with PSD2
Merely complying with the updated  
legislation is not enough if you want to keep  
your customers, says Bruno Cambounet
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The banking industry is, of course, heavily regulated, and in the 
absence of regulations for third-party payers who fall outside pre-
existing banking regulations, liability started to fall to the bank to 
some extent – and to the consumer who initially agreed to provide 

his credential to a third party. But then the EU was missing its pri-
mary objective of protecting the consumer.

While market competition proved to be a good thing, a revision 
of PSD became necessary. PSD2 seeks to standardise digital pay-
ments across the EU and better protect consumers as they con-
duct transactions. The EU Directive was voted on by Parliament in 
October 2015. In December, the EU Council of Ministers formally 
adopted PSD2 with a transposition deadline of January 2018 in 
all EU countries. This means every EU member now has less than 
two years to comply with PSD2’s new rules.

PSD2 will establish the respective rights and obligations 
of both users and payment service providers. These include 

banks, electronic money institutions, post office giro institu-
tions and payment institutions, as well as new players, such as 
payment initiation service providers and account information 
service providers – regrouped under the designation of third-
party providers (TPP). 

It establishes rules concerning transparency of conditions 
and information requirements for payment services. PSD2 also 
calls on these organisations to prove to regulators they have 
the appropriate security measures in place to prevent fraud and 
protect confidentiality.

Additional key differences between PSD and PSD2 include:
n  Scope: PSD2 will regulate any payment that occurs within the 

EU and when payment flows through the EU.
n  Security: Payments security is critical – strong authentication 

of the customer will be required by TPPs.
n  Innovation: Europe is requiring banks to open access to account 

information. This is recognising that it’s better to put it within 
the regulation rather than letting this happen through screen 
scraping in a much less secure way for the user.

What is the implementation timeline?
The tricky part in all of this, and the part that most directly 
affects channel businesses, is timing. 

While compliance will be expected at the start of 2018, the reg-
ulatory guidelines for any solution to initiate payment or access 
to a customer account information outside of the bank are still 
to be defined. And they aren’t set to be published until 2017. 
Best case estimates say the beginning of the year, while others 

“There is very liTTle Time 
beTWeen The publicaTion of 

sTandards and The Time in Which 
banks musT shoW compliance”

BRuno CamBounet, axway
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say mid-year. Regardless, both estimates leave very little time 
between the publication of the standards and the time in which 
banks must show compliance.

These guidelines will cover:
n  A definition of payment initiation. Until now, the transaction 

initiator and the payer was one and the same – the bank/the 
PSP. With PSD, the one who initiates isn’t always the same as 
the payer.

n  Technology standards that outline information provided by 
account holders (the bank) and strong authentication rules to 
Access to Account (XS2A).

What should you be doing now?
At its core, the Payment Services Directive – the original direc-
tive as well as its revision – seeks to reduce the cost of pay-
ments. This reflects the principle that “payment” is becoming 
a commodity in today’s business interaction. Looking ahead, it’s 
time for banks to go beyond PSD2 and provide customers with 
more than just payment capability – it’s time to provide real, 
improved value. 

And actually the XS2A part of the PSD2 is boosting innovation 
far beyond the original PSD was, and with PSD2 quickly approach-
ing, the time to start this evolution is now.

But in the absence of set guidelines, where do you begin? Clear 
direction is incidental in this case. Banks should begin to set up 
an agile architecture that enables seamless integration of various 
services that include, but are not limited to, “payment”. In other 
words, it’s time to innovate.

PSD gives customers more opportunities to interact with their 
bank and comprehensive account information servicing is criti-
cal. Agile layers of application programming interfaces (APIs) will 
enable you to channel your information services, yet to do it right 
channel organisations must embrace authentication, authorisa-
tion and identity management.

As regulators redefine Access to A, it is important to be both 
thoughtful and cautious. Who has access to the account (authen-
tication) and what can they do (authorisation)? Authorisation 
methods will be defined. For example, will authorisation be more 
stringent if the payment is £10,000 rather than £1? 

Regardless of what the guidelines will look like, a flexible archi-
tecture will be key. And real-time insight over accounts will also 
be required. Agility that copes with regulation is important for all 
channel organisations, now and in the future.

With the quickly approaching PSD2, you have a choice. You 
can do the minimum – compliance can be a strategy. Or, you can 
do much better. Set up an agile architecture that complies with 
PSD2, but also test innovation that can deliver more services to 
your customer, and more value. This is how you will keep custom-
ers rather than risk losing them to the competition. n

Bruno Cambounet is vice-president of financial services at Axway.

This article was originally published on Bobsguide.

EXPERT VIEW
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If you received an email from a company called Negative SEO 
that offered to sabotage the web presence of three of your 
biggest rivals, what would you do? In today’s increasingly 
competitive business world, how many managing directors 

or owners would be tempted by an opportunity to hurt their rivals 
without getting their hands dirty?

According to Shai Aharony, search engine optimisation (SEO) 
guru at Reboot Online Marketing, a surprisingly large number of 
people would have no qualms about it – and he has the numbers 
to back it up. After noticing a rise in the incidences of negative 
SEO – the use of black hat and unethical techniques to sabotage 
a competitor’s rankings in search engines – he decided to test 
just how willing companies would be to deploy underhand tactics 
against their competitors. 

Compiling a list of local businesses that included IT service 
providers, lawyers, plumbers, accountants and locksmiths, he 
sent an sent an unsolicited email to 84 of them from a company 
called Negative SEO headlined: “I can get rid of your competitors 
on Google”. The message was frank and upfront about its ability 
to make three rival sites “disappear from the first page of google 
results for a period of at least six months”, adding that “in some 
cases, your competitor’s site will not return at all”.

It pulled no punches in terms of how it would achieve this aim 
through “establishing thousands of very low-quality spammy 
links from some of the shadiest corners of the internet and a well-
established method of content duplication and distribution that 
we have developed”.

How to protect  
your business against  

SEO sabotage
The temptation to adopt negative SEO tactics appears to be too 

much for some firms. Billy MacInnes looks at what this shady practice 
involves and how to stop it from damaging your website rankings

NEGATIVE SEO
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A very impressive 61 people (73%) replied to the unsolicited 
email. Only 13 of them rejected the offer. As many as 29 (35%) 
accepted the offer outright and another 19 (23%) wanted more 
information. In one instance, the respondent was so keen on the 
service that he asked whether it might be possible to start ear-
lier if he paid more because “we are coming to our busy sea-
son”. For the record, it’s probably worth mentioning that the 

numbers included two IT service providers and they accepted  
Negative SEO’s offer.

Aharony describes the results as “eye opening to say the least” 
and admits the willingness of people to engage in negative SEO 
attacks against competitors is “disturbing”. Those who would 
baulk at physical attacks on competitors “are more than happy to 
carry out these types of shady attacks on fellow businesses. The 

NEGATIVE SEO

What is negative SEO and how can you protect your business against it? 

Negative SEO uses black hat and unethical techniques to sabo-
tage a competitor’s rankings in search engines. Attacks can take 
several different forms:
n  Hacking your website.
n  Building hundreds or thousands of spammy links to your website.
n  Copying your content and distributing it all over the internet.
n  Pointing links to your website using keywords like Viagra, poker 

online, and many others.
n  Creating fake social profiles and ruining your reputation online.
n  Removing the best backlinks your website has.

How to prevent negative SEO attacks
n  Set up Google Webmaster Tools email alerts.
n  Keep track of your backlinks profile.
n  Protect your best backlinks.

n  Secure your website from malware and hackers.
n  Check for duplicate content – if most of your content is dupli-

cated, your website could be penalised and lose rankings.
n  Monitor your social media mentions – spammers can create fake 

accounts on social media using your company or website name. 
n  Watch your website speed – if your website suddenly has a 

very high loading time, make sure it’s not because someone is 
sending thousands of requests per second to your server. 

n  Don’t be a victim of your own SEO strategies – make sure you 
are not using techniques that are not acceptable to Google. 

n  Don’t make enemies online: There are three types of spammers 
and reasons why they spam: 
1. For fun; 
2. For revenge; 
3. To outrank competition in search engines.

http://www.microscope.co.uk
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outcome is the same (even more devastating it can be argued) 
but the risk is far less and the balance has shifted to make this a 
very attractive option for some”. 

Safeguard your website
Petar Jovetic, account manager at Impression, a Nottingham-
based digital marketing agency, admits to being “surprised” 
by the findings. “I didn’t realise negative SEO was growing,” he 
says. “I hear a lot about black hat practice going on, where com-
petitors are sabotaging other sites by building spammy links 
towards their domain. We do see 
some negative SEO things occur-
ring, instances where sites are 
ranking where they shouldn’t be, 
but they eventually whittle out.”

He accepts that if someone is try-
ing to jeopardise a competitor, “it’s 
actually quite easy for those in the 
know to ruin another company’s 
web presence”. But there are “things 
you can do from a technical perspective to safeguard your site 
against competitors practicing unethical tactics”.

Jovetic points out that negative SEO can span “quite a broad 
spectrum” and “it can be a bit of a grey area where people are 
trying to manipulate search engines”, but he claims “the only ethi-
cal way of [improving rankings] is by going for a more user-led 
approach. Anyone serious about making a career out of SEO will 
only employ sustainable tactics”.

He agrees with Aharony that the ability to mount an attack with-
out being found out “is probably a major driver” in the attraction 
of black hat attacks such as negative SEO. The way the system 
works also helps black hat attackers because Google imposes 
penalties on sites with spammy links, which means it’s often the 
victim that is penalised. “If you have spammy links pointing to 
your domain, there is a potential for you to be wiped out of search 
results,” says Jovetic. “Which is ironic because you’re the victim.”

Aharony says: “Google is finding it difficult to strike a bal-
ance between dishing out penalties and protecting businesses 

from such attacks.” He adds that 
while Jovetic hasn’t noticed a big 
increase in negative SEO attacks, 
that may be down to the niches 
Impression operates in. In contrast, 
he says, Reboot Online works in 
very competitive fields, “some with 
a long tradition of ‘ducking ’n’ div-
ing’, and those are the ones where 
these sort of actions are rife”. 

When push comes to shove, Aharony hopes that most of the 
companies that responded to the email from Negative SEO would 
shy away from implementing attacks on their competitors. But in 
the meantime, the risk exists and black hat attacks can have “dra-
matic and worrying” effects on a business. He urges companies to 
educate themselves about these types of attacks and to ask any 
SEO companies they are thinking of employing to outline the pro-
cedures they have in place to monitor and mitigate against them. n

NEGATIVE SEO

“if you have spammy links poinTing 
To your domain, you could be 
Wiped ouT of search resulTs”
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Everyone knows the PC market is in decline, with a steady 
drop in desktop sales and the number of people looking 
to buy their first PC at an all-time low. The relentless 
decrease in tablet sales isn’t helping either. According 

to Canalys, combined worldwide shipments of PCs, notebooks, 
two-in-ones and tablets have fallen to their lowest level since 
the market research company began including tablets in its fig-
ures in the second quarter of 2011 after the launch of the iPad.

The one bright spot is the growth in large-screen detachable 
tablets. The arrival of Microsoft’s Surface Pro and Apple’s iPad Pro 
has opened up a new frontier in the market as sales of ‘normal’ 
tablet formats continue to decrease. 

Tim Coulling, senior analyst at Canalys, says one positive conse-
quence of the emergence of larger format detachables has been 
an increase in average selling prices (ASPs). “A lot of the volume 
at the market’s peak in the fourth quarter of 2013 was small, cheap 
tablets, but they’ve largely disappeared,” he says. “Vendors are no 
longer competing with very low-cost, B-brand Android devices.”

Desktop future
According to Gartner, there’s still life in the desktop. Tracy Tsai, 
research vice-president at Gartner, argues: “PCs are still able 
to deliver in areas that smartphones and tablets cannot, with 
larger screens, ergonomic keyboards, greater storage and more 
powerful computer processors.” 

While that’s true, Gartner also accepts the PC market is over-
saturated with falling ASPs. So it’s no wonder many mid-tier PC 
vendors have reduced their regional or country presence or left 
the market altogether.

Don your PC advisor hat
From desktop PCs to detachable notebooks, tablets to smartphones, 

resellers should learn the pros and cons of them all to ensure they are 
equipped to help businesses with their technology choices and provide 

management and security services to support them, says Billy MacInnes
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Like Canalys, Gartner highlights the “ultramobile premium 
segment” as the only part of the PC market likely to enjoy any 
growth. It predicts the ultra mobile premium market will reach 
$34.6bn this year and become the largest segment of the 
PC market in revenue terms ($57.6bn) by 2019. 

“The ultramobile premium mar-
ket is also more profitable in com-
parison with the low-end seg-
ment, where PCs priced at $500 
or less have 5% gross margins,” 
says Tsai. “The gross margin can 
reach up to 25% for high-end ultra-
mobile premium PCs priced at  
$1,000 or more.”

Tsai also notes that gaming 
PCs are a potential area for profit 
because they have higher ASPs than 
other PCs. “The high-end, purpose-built gaming PC segment is 
where PC vendors should focus for long-term profitability, despite 
this segment’s competitiveness,” she says.

Detachables deliver
Recent figures from IDC confirm the growing significance of 
convertible and detachable products and the expectation is they 
will become even more prevalent over time. “Convertible note-
books and detachables are the most suitable device to guaran-
tee functionality and mobility at the same time,” says Andrea 
Minonne, research analyst, IDC Emea Personal Computing. 

“Both form factors have been well received in the market and 
have gained momentum across western Europe.”

Kevin Timms, chief operating officer and co-founder of 
Streamwire, says the findings from Canalys and other market 
research companies are consistent with what his company is 

currently seeing. He expects tradi-
tional PCs, laptops and notebooks 
to “stabilise at an even lower base-
line as companies look to refresh 
their existing fleet to satisfy the 
varying user demand with new 
form factors”. 

He says the traditional PC sector 
is starting to witness greater dif-
ferentiation, with “high-end design 
and gaming workstations and cost-
effective, highly efficient PCs dis-

placing general-purpose desktops”.
For Neil Bramley, B2B PC business unit director for Toshiba 

Europe, the PC market is simply evolving, with businesses diver-
sifying their IT offering to account for varied employee needs 
– whether this is a lightweight laptop, tablet, flexible hybrid or, 
increasingly, the emergence of internet of things (IoT) devices. 
He views this as an opportunity for channel partners to expand 
their device offering and “to push new software solutions to help 
their customers adapt to this mobility-driven evolution”. 

IoT devices also bring management and security issues, which 
can provide additional opportunities for partners to offer and 

PC EVOLUTION
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consult on. “Resellers should position themselves as consultants, 
offering guidance on how customers can integrate the best solu-
tions to ensure they remain productive and secure in the face of 
changing working practices,” says Bramley.

He argues “zero client and cloud solutions should become a 
major focus for the channel” because they allow businesses “to 
store greater levels of intelligence outside devices and retain con-
trol and flexibility when managing data”. 

It may even be possible for partners to boost their revenue 
streams as businesses seek to make their IT infrastructures more 
mobile-centric.

Jacqui Rand, director at Channeliser, says if a market starts 
shrinking, “the smart response is to diversity and adapt”. This is 
something the channel is having to cope with as PC equipment 
becomes “devices” or consumables. Partners have a place as 
trusted advisers, but they need “a wider field of vision of what is 
new and innovative and available to solve problems with IT” and 
“they need a wider variety of IT-related services”.

Customers need “someone to help integrate,  support, maintain 
and optimise” the innovative, disruptive ways of becoming more 
efficient and cost-effective through the use “of slick processes 
supported by new technologies. So, it is essential to stay current, 
find new offerings and support them with services”.

Device matchmaking
As the PC market fragments into a number of constituent parts, 
it will be incumbent on channel partners to ensure they have 
the capability to provide customers with the right model for 

PC EVOLUTION
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their requirements. The PC market is no longer a monolithic 
entity confined to a limited number of models and form factors. 
Mobility and the cloud have fuelled the rise of a semi-detached 
PC market where products that plug the gap between tablets 
(and smartphones) and desktop PCs are enjoying a healthy 
surge in sales. 

The fragmentation in the PC market could be beneficial for 
channel partners in several ways. Although overall sales may be 

in decline, the shifts in the balance of different form factors mak-
ing up the overall PC market could result in an increase  in ASPs 
and margins. 

In addition, widening the range of devices available in the PC 
market should lead to an increasing reliance on partners to advise 
which form factor is best suited for a particular function or role. 
And the increasing emphasis on mobile devices will result in cus-
tomers expecting partners to provide solutions for the manage-
ment and security of those devices. The only thing that should be 
detachable in the PC market is the product. n

PC EVOLUTION
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In an ever-complex world it’s not surprising that products 
in all areas of life are being recalled. Computing and IT is 
no exception and the risks posed by products in the chan-
nel are great. The law in this area is detailed and places 

burdens on all levels of the supply chain. Even small mistakes 
around health and safety law can prove very expensive.

So consider the product recalls that are detailed on the web-
site of Electrical Safety First. Recent recalls include a good num-
ber of battery packs from Sony (March 2016; risk of overheating), 
Toshiba (January 2016; fire hazard), and Fujitsu (August 2015; fire 
hazard). But there are also reported problems with an unbranded 
wireless-N mini router (April 2015; electric shock risk) and a 
Tenvis wireless network camera (March 2015; electric shock).
Looking further afield, the European Union (EU) runs the rapid 
alert system for dangerous non-food products, which lists and 
details all relevant EU-wide product recalls. It featured another 
eight allied products that were subject to a recall notice.

Eversheds senior associate Peter Shervington, who specialises 
in product safety and crisis management, notes that the fact these 
recalls could happen to such well-established household names 
should focus minds across the industry. “No producer is immune, 
however robust their failure mode analysis and however punctili-
ous their quality control procedures,” he warns. 

And it all came tumbling 
down: The threat of 

product recall
Small mistakes around  

health and safety law 
can prove very expensive  

for the channel, writes  
Adam Bernstein
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But Shervington casts his net further, and adds: 
“While producers may bear the brunt, traders 
should reflect as to how well prepared they are to 
respond to major product safety issues, comply 
with their own legal obligations, and handle con-
sumer concerns.”

But what obligations do traders such as IT resell-
ers have? Who is ultimately responsible? And 
what practical steps can be taken to manage the risks? 

Responding to safety fears 
Let’s start with the initial response to safety concerns. Sherv-
ington says when it comes to product safety, EU law places the 
primary obligations on the manufacturer, brand owner or first 
importer into the EU. 

“Under the General Product Safety Regulations 2005 [GPSR], 
they bear the main responsibility for ensuring that any product 
intended for or likely to be used by consumers is ’safe’,” he says. 
“This means that under normal or reasonably foreseeable condi-
tions of use it presents either no risk, or only the minimum risks 
compatible with the product’s use.” 

Shervington adds that responsibility also means compliance 
with other legislative requirements, including national legisla-
tion. But while the primary obligations around product safety 
are placed on producers, and regulators typically look to them to 
take the lead in resolving product safety concerns, he says trad-
ers also have obligations under GPSR, “including a requirement 
not to supply any product which is known to be or should have 

been presumed to be dangerous, and an obligation 
to participate in post-sales monitoring of safety, 
including by passing on information as to the risks 
posed by the product”.

The important part of this – for traders at least –  
is that where they become aware that a product it 
has supplied is unsafe, they also have an obligation 
to notify Trading Standards. “That means,” says 

Shervington, “traders who receive complaints from consumers 
about the safety of a product should pass these on to the pro-
ducer without delay.” 

He reckons that in the vast majority of cases, the producer (if 
they are not already aware of the issue) will promptly take the 
lead in investigating, liaising with Trading Standards and identify-
ing the appropriate action to protect consumer safety.

However, problems start to accumulate for the trader if the pro-
ducer refuses to initiate appropriate action or notify the authori-
ties – they will then need to engage directly with Trading Standards 
and consider what other steps might need to be taken to protect 
the safety of consumers. “A failure to take these issues seriously 
has consequences as non-compliance with many obligations 
under the GPSR is a criminal offence, and the negative publicity 
associated with a regulatory investigation or prosecution often 
has a disastrous impact on brand image,” says Shervington.

Aside from regulatory obligations, traders caught up in prod-
uct safety crises may face civil claims from consumers. Claims 
for personal injury (or damage to personal property other than 
the product itself) will often be brought against the brand 

HEALTH AND SAFETY
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owner under the strict ‘no-fault’ liability regime in Part 1 of the 
Consumer Protection Act 1987. And it doesn’t take much to find 
lawyers who will act for aggrieved individuals – one network 
of lawyers makes great play of the claims it has taken on that 
include burns caused by electrical goods breaking or catching 
fire. And another firm, Leigh Day, says it is investigating potential 
claims relating to fires caused by laptops with a lithium battery.

The right to repair or replacement
But while there may be no injury caused by a faulty product, a con-
sumer may reject the product and claim a replacement or refund. 
Eve England, a principal associate specialising in consumer law at 
Eversheds, says these claims will often be directed at the trader, 
on the basis of a breach of the implied terms of satisfactory qual-
ity and fitness for purpose, inserted into the contract by law. 

“Under new rules brought in by the Consumer Rights Act 2015, 
consumers have a right to demand a repair or replacement where 
they fail to meet these standards,” she says. “If the trader fails to 
repair or replace defective goods within a reasonable time and 
without significant inconvenience, the consumer has the right to 
reject them and receive a full refund without any deduction to 
reflect the use they have had of the goods, if they do so within six 
months of receiving them.”

Of course, in the context of a major recall with a significant wait-
ing list for remedial works, traders may find themselves in a dif-
ficult position. They are reliant on their vendor to provide an engi-
neering fix, but having to tell consumers that the remedy may not 
be available for a considerable time. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Electrical Safety First 

Martyn Allen, head of the Electrotechnical Department at 
Electrical Safety First, says the safety record of electrical 
products in the UK is generally good, but with the increasing 
complexity of the supply chain comes traceability issues. 

“This is a major concern, as almost half of all domestic fires 
arise from electricity and most of these are caused by electri-
cal products,” he says. “But the problem of tracing a product 
to the user is compounded by consumers’ reluctance to regis-
ter electrical items.” 

According to Allen, traders have a significant part to play in 
improving this situation. Interestingly, he doesn’t believe the 
current recall system is fit for purpose. 

“As the Review of the UK System for the recall of Unsafe 
Consumer Products has indicated, the problem is not with the 
legislation itself but with its enforcement and the need to 
improve communications around recalls,” says Allen.

Electrical Safety First issued a major report – Consumer 
Voices on Product Recall – late in 2014. It showed that recalls 
have a limited success rate (rarely more than 10-20%), and 
that a big factor in consumers not registering electrical prod-
ucts is the worry their information will be used for marketing. 

“Our research also found that 77% of people would respond 
to a recall if they were clear on the potential danger,” says 
Allen. “Which can be dealt with by clear communication.”

http://www.microscope.co.uk
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“Whether the costs associated with consumer complaints 
and claims can ultimately be recovered from the producer will 
depend on the contractual terms on which the trader purchased 
the affected items,” notes England. Clearly this could prove 
expensive for the sector especially if consumers exercise their 
s75 Consumer Credit Act rights, which makes banks as liable as 
traders which then leads to a bank- 
initiated chargeback.

With the stage set, what practi-
cal steps can traders in the channel 
take to manage the risk? 

How to manage risks
Let’s start with the initial response. 
In the first place, Shervington sug-
gests traders think carefully about 
who they buy stock from. It may be 
a far cry from the world of IT, but 
there are valuable lessons to learn 
here from the recent debacle over ‘hoverboards’: a boutique firm 
gets the right celebrity endorsement and within weeks, thanks to 
a side-effect of the information revolution, millions of consum-
ers are demanding a product they had never heard of the month 
before. He worries about fakes. “The sheer scale of global demand 
spawns a host of copycat manufacturers, and traders under pres-
sure to keep up with the market start selling products without 
robust quality checks,” says Shervington. “Many [hoverboards] 
were then shown to pose significant fire risks.” The IT sector is 

not immune – there are many examples of faked batteries and 
third-party power supplies alone.
Anyone with a modicum of common sense knows consumer con-
fidence and trust is a precious commodity, and as Shervington 
puts it, “Traders need to upscale their quality monitoring if they 
want to retain it.” He says they should ask themselves a number 

of questions, such as: How impor-
tant is product safety for buying 
teams? Are they incentivised to 
protect consumer safety? Do they 
rely on assurances or (often self-
certified) CE marking from ven-
dors, or do they carry out their own  
independent checks?

Importance of planning
Like most crises, those relating 
to product invariably occur when 
they’re least expected. As such, 

planning is everything. Shervington says every trader should 
have a crisis management plan in place to ensure they are ready 
to “respond in a swift, measured and comprehensive way while 
communicating a clear, consistent message to customers.” 

He adds that traders need to engage with their vendors at 
an early stage to ensure they are dealing with safety concerns 
promptly and thoroughly, and they have notified the regulator as 
appropriate. “If they have not, or you are not satisfied with the 
steps your vendor has taken, you may need to take action yourself 
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to protect your position and ensure consumer safety,” warns 
Shervington. And naturally customer-facing staff should be prop-
erly briefed so that they can provide clear guidance to customers, 
including directing them to the producer where appropriate.

Unlike consumer-facing contracts, in cases where a business 
buys goods, the vendor can exclude the implied terms of satisfac-
tory quality and fitness for purpose (subject to a test of reasona-
bleness which applies when dealing on standard terms, although 
not in international supply contracts). Even so, traders should 
also look to incorporate clauses requiring prompt notification 
by vendors of safety concerns, and express provisions requiring 

compliance with all applicable legislation, in addition to warran-
ties/indemnities over workmanship and quality. Careful records 
should be kept as such costs are accrued so that they can be 
recovered once the initial crisis is over.

Shervington makes one last observation: “Careless admis-
sions or unhelpful comments in internal emails have changed the 
course of many substantial commercial claims. Both internal and 
external communications relating to the safety issue are poten-
tially disclosable to regulators and in civil litigation. Staff should 
be made aware of the dangers and instructed to be particularly 
careful about document creation.” n
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Tell us what you do for a living
I am the CEO at Intercity Technology, a communications 
and information technology provider. My job is to set the 
company’s strategy, look for complementary acquisitions and 
ensure we continue to grow, while maintaining a culture that’s 
focused on innovation and togetherness. 

Why are you the right person for this job?
I have always enjoyed technology and take pride in my ‘smart’ 
home and having the latest gadgets. My background is in 
mergers and acquisitions, which has really helped in executing 
our current strategy. I’m ambitious too, and that drives me to 
make Intercity a success. 

What gets you up in the morning?
We work in an industry that is changing all the time, which 
always keeps things interesting. I love the challenge of grow-
ing a business and everything that involves – from getting staff 
to buy into a vision, to acquiring and integrating new compa-
nies. Also, I’m naturally competitive – whether it’s a game of 
Monopoly or a new business deal, I always want to win.

Who helped you get to where you are today?
Nick Woodward, a partner at Ernst & Young. He was my men-
tor and he taught me about the importance of getting the best 
out of people. It’s all about taking an interest.

Andrew 
Jackson
Intercity 
Technology
MicroScope puts its questions to  
Andrew Jackson, CEO of communications  
and IT specialist Intercity Technology
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What is the best or worst business advice  
you have received and from whom?
The best was to always try to keep it simple. Top businesses 
have clarity and are clear in what they do, which is particularly 
important in the industry we operate in. I am also a big fan of 
Steve Peters who wrote the Chimp Paradox. We have to trust 
our gut instincts. The worst was to tell people what to do. It’s 
much more important to inspire them to get a job done.

What do the next five years hold for the channel?
The channel has notoriously been 
about one product from one pro-
vider, but now the channel is all 
about providing a whole portfolio 
of services. Recognising customer 
service is highly important. 

What advice would you 
give to someone starting 
out today in IT? 
Keep your focus on the customer, 
not the technology. The user is key, 
so always bear in mind how the solution is going to benefit  
the customer.

What goal do you have to achieve before  
you die, and why?
Travel the world, enjoy different experiences and different 

cultures. I would love to have a point in my life where I can 
travel the world. This is a little difficult at present, with children.

If you were facing awesome peril and impossible 
odds, which real or fictional person would you 
most want on your side, and why?
Richard Branson. If you’ve read anything about his hot air bal-
loon adventures you’ll know why. 

Tell us something most people don’t know about you
I am passionate about motor-
sport and hold an International 
Competition Licence – and I 
competed in the British Formula 
Ford Championship the year after 
Jenson Button. 

What was your first car 
and how does it compare 
with what you drive now?
My first car was a BMW 3 
series. I’m a lover of BMWs and 

impressed by the level of technology they now hold.

A grizzly bear and a silverback gorilla are 
getting ready for a no-holds-barred rumble. 
Who is your money on and why?
The gorilla, because it’s more agile. n

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW
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Focus on what big data can do for a customer’s business
Peter Ruffley, Chairman, Zizo
Capgemini and Informatica recently issued The Big Data Payoff 
report, which reveals the successful habits of profitable big data 
teams. The research was both surprising and not surprising to me.

I believe that regardless of how big or small a business is, and no 
matter who’s in charge of a big data project, the key to getting the 
project right is to start from the desired business outcomes. Once 
you know what you’re trying to get out of the data, you can then 
decide what’s the best analytical tool for the job.

The research, based on a survey of 200 senior IT and data man-
agement executives at companies employing 1,000 or more peo-
ple, shows that only 27% of organisations admit to having run 
profitable big data projects. The fact is, too many big data projects 
start by searching for the right technology, dumping a mass of 
data into it, and then trying to work out how it can help the busi-
ness. That, frankly, is the wrong way round. 

In the rush to use big data, companies are being dazzled by 
technology and forgetting that it should serve the business – not 
the other way round. Also, IT staff shouldn’t have to spend time 

producing reports on the historic performance of a department or 
the whole business. Far better for them to keep the lights on and 
think of ways technology can support expansion into new mar-
kets and new products and services. Furthermore, the challenge is 

that most businesses do not have a culture of using data to make 
decisions, so the question becomes where to start.

In my opinion, the first step on a journey to a data-driven organi-
sation is the most important, because if it is successful then it will 
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naturally start to create a culture of analytics within the business. 
All organisations, regardless of size, should start by asking them-
selves the questions that are most business critical, and keep the 
analytics on these simple and low cost. Delivering quick value will 
not only prove the case for data analysis, but will encourage the 
business to do more with its data.

Businesses are simply awash with data, not all of which will add 
the same level of value, in the same way that not all intuitive deci-
sions are necessarily best. It is only by focusing on the desired 
business outcomes, and the data that will best inform those out-
comes, that organisations can best combine human experience 
with data analytics to support growth and innovation.

Cloud helps resellers break down barriers to SIP security
Paul German, CEO, VoipSec
As the benefits of VoIP become ever clearer to businesses of 
every size, sales of the underpinning session initiation protocol 
(SIP) trunking technology continue to grow, providing a great 
revenue stream for vendors and resellers alike. But how many 
organisations are compromising customer relationships by 
ignoring the need to add security to the SIP trunking solution? 
In an era of near-continuous security breaches, SIP trunking is 
inherently vulnerable. Unsecured environments are at risk of 
voicemail hacking, denial of service attacks and toll fraud – so 
why are so many providers ignoring this key requirement?

At a typical cost of £1,000, there is no doubt that the tradi-
tional session border controller (SBC) has undermined the entire 

SIP trunking sale. What was a straightforward opex deal with a 
12-month ROI now demands capex sign-off and the ROI is pushed 
out significantly. Add in the additional sales knowledge and 
expertise, plus the engineering experience required for the hard-
ware implementation, and it is hardly a wonder that most resell-
ers, VoIP and UC suppliers and vendors simply duck the security 
issue – unless asked explicitly by a potential customer?

The entire process has been unsatisfactory for all involved.
Yet the days of resellers having to make sales of expensive SBC 

hardware are over. The latest generation of cloud-based, free-
mium voice firewall products can be downloaded and deployed 
within minutes, securing the voice network without affecting 
the compelling SIP trunking cost benefits. Essentially these vir-
tual SBCs provide customers with the first tier in voice security, 
providing the foundation for the defence-in-depth model that has 
been applied to secure data networks over the past decade.

For SIP trunk providers, it offers the ability to offer customers a 
viable and easy-to-deploy SBC, aligning with the ‘per channel, per 
month’ cost model typically used. Moreover, the provider can also 
increase their value offering without risk of damaging the overall 
ROI for customers moving from ISDN to SIP.

For those reselling SIP trunk solutions, and who want to 
address the security concerns and risks directly, it is a simple 
option to bundle a complete package for a fixed monthly fee per 
channel, plus an opportunity to gain market differentiation by 
addressing SIP security up front and cementing that long-term 
customer relationship. n
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